
In A Deed to the Light, Jeanne Murray Walker creates a threnody, a dirge for lost love, lost friends, lost family. At the same time, this is a collection of poems that gives hope for those who survive grief. Her advice? Act like the grasshopper who has broken a leg and feels a new one beginning to grow: "how could he grow another / until he got rid of the first?" We must do as the grasshopper does, "[pull] out of his long grief / and [take] the first bite."

This is Murray Walker's seventh book of poetry including, most recently, Gaining Time, and in it she continues to develop her intimate style. The poems in this collection deal with the intensity of everyday emotions that we must face when a friend betrays a secret or a son leaves for college. The images are beautiful, making connections that transform, stanza to stanza. Each poem is a story, most often about a woman, sometimes losing someone she cares about deeply, sometimes caught up in a destructive relationship she can't find a way to leave. In each poem is...
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